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•• Television advertising revenue trends and projections
•• Competitive forces impacting the sector and potential growth strategies
•• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer television viewing
•• Consumer attitudes toward television advertising and openness toward

advertising in general

98% of consumers own a television, and 64% watched live or recorded cable
TV over the past month, making television a powerful channel brands can use
to forge connections with consumers. Video ads provide a far more compelling
vehicle for communicating brand messages than static ads, and television
advertising continues to account for the largest share of ad spending.

However, television advertising also faces significant competition, along with
upheaval from the COVID-19 crisis. Consumers are spending more time with
social media, gaming and other digital forms of entertainment – including
subscription and ad-supported streaming video platforms that compete
directly with traditional television. Meanwhile, although the pandemic has
stranded many consumers at home and driven increases in viewership, it’s also
caused many advertisers to cut back – and either paused or delayed sports
and other programming.

In this Report, Mintel discusses how television advertising has fared during this
turbulent time, projects when the industry might hope to rebound and suggests
strategies for future success.
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“Television advertising has
struggled as COVID-19 takes
a significant toll on a sector
that is already struggling from
consumer and advertiser
defections to digital.
However, it does offer a
strong consumer experience
that few other platforms can
match, and even in the near
term there are some bright
spots like local news and
political advertising.”
– Buddy Lo, Sr Technology
and Consumer Electronics
Analyst
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Figure 6: News viewership before and after COVID-19, by
gender and age, June 2020

• Not all categories are making cuts, creating some
opportunities
Figure 7: Annual change in national TV advertising investment
by category, by broadcast week, 2020 vs 2019

• The best of both worlds: TV’s scale and digital’s efficiency?
Figure 8: Attitudes toward commercials, by key
demographics, June 2020

• TV advertising sales hit by digital competition, COVID-19
• Mixed impact on sector players
• Competitors strengthen
• Tough economy encourages cord cutting
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• Major impact from COVID-19
• Content issues contribute to sales slump

Figure 9: Total US television advertising revenues and
forecast, at current prices, 2015-25

• An increasingly complex marketplace

• Many competitors for viewer attention
Figure 10: Video entertainment services used in an average
month, May 2020

• Networks embrace streaming services
• Taking the show on the road?

• TV ownership is near-universal – for now
Figure 11: TV ownership and smart TVs, by age and household
income, July 2020

• A dismal economic outlook drives cost cutting
Figure 12: GDP Q1 2007-Q2 2020; Consumer Confidence
January 2007-June 2020; Unemployment January 2007-June
2020

• Cable/satellite subscriptions continue to drop
Figure 13: Cable and satellite TV subscriptions and
cancellation, 2012-19

• Profit in politics
• Creating feelings, not just sales
• Advertisers make cutbacks
• Sport revenues take a K-O
• A new upfront season?
• A new digital future

• Political advertising one bright spot
• Local news garners more ad revenue despite lower

viewership
• Lead with entertainment and emotion

Figure 14: @Nike weekly mentions and mentions by “joy”,
January-July 2020
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• Advertisers in key categories pump the brakes due to
COVID-19
Figure 15: Annual change in national TV advertising
investment by category, by broadcast week, 2020 vs 2019

• Sport cancellations deal major blow
Figure 16: Advertising revenue from major sporting events,
2019

• What’s up with the upfronts?
• Merging linear and digital

• Young like to stream, seniors stick with linear
• Viewing time spikes after COVID-19
• News climbs while sports stall
• Ad skipping, time shifting main reasons to DVR
• Some consumers do enjoy ads

• Significant difference in media consumption by age
Figure 17: Media consumed in an average month – linear TV
vs streaming services, by age, June 2020

• Subscription streaming more popular for the affluent
Figure 18: Media consumed in an average month – linear TV
vs streaming services, by household income, June 2020

• Linear TV still the most watched
Figure 19: Media consumption frequency, June 2020

• Media consumption increases due to COVID-19
Figure 20: Changes in media consumption due to COVID-19,
June 2020

• Significant increases in video consumption
Figure 21: Time spent watching video content before
COVID-19 and currently, June 2020

• Female viewership increases to match more with men
Figure 22: Time spent watching video content before
COVID-19 and currently, by gender, June 2020

• Singles watch the most
Figure 23: Time spent watching video content before and
after COVID-19, by marital/parent status, June 2020

• Black consumers spend more time with video content
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Figure 24: Time spent watching video content before and
after COVID-19, by race/Hispanic origin, June 2020

• News up, sports way down
Figure 25: Type of TV programs viewed before COVID-19 and
currently, June 2020

• Younger women watching far more news, older men much
less sports
Figure 26: Type of TV programs viewed before COVID-19 and
currently, by gender and age, June 2020

• Black consumers watching more drama, White consumers
more news
Figure 27: Type of TV programs viewed before COVID-19 and
currently, by race and Hispanic origin, June 2020

• Ad skipping remains a factor
Figure 28: Reasons for viewing recorded TV, June 2020

• Women time shift, men rewatch
Figure 29: Reasons for viewing recorded TV, by gender, June
2020

• Older consumers value skipping ads more
Figure 30: Reasons for viewing recorded TV, by age, June
2020

• Parents least likely to skip commercials
Figure 31: Reasons for viewing recorded TV, by marital/parent
status, June 2020

• Consumers are less positive on ads but don’t take action to
avoid them
Figure 32: Behaviors toward commercials, 2011-19

• Humor helps
Figure 33: Attitudes toward commercials, June 2020

• Viewers aged 25-44 more engaged with advertising
Figure 34: Attitudes toward commercials, by age, June 2020

• Strong interest in COVID-19 activities and ads
Figure 35: Attitudes toward COVID-19 ads and activities, June
2020

• White consumers most skeptical about COVID-19 ads
Figure 36: Attitudes toward COVID-19 ads and activities, by
race and Hispanic origin, June 2020

TYPE OF TV PROGRAMS VIEWED PRE/POST COVID-19

REASONS FOR VIEWING RECORDED CABLE/SATELLITE TV

ATTITUDES TOWARD COMMERCIALS
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• Four segments with varying attitudes on advertising
Figure 37: Consumer segments of attitudes toward
advertising, June 2020

• Ad Acceptors (19%)
• Characteristics

Figure 38: Characteristics of Ad Acceptors, June 2020
• Opportunities
• Ad Apathetics (31%)
• Characteristics

Figure 39: Characteristics of Ad Apathetics, June 2020
• Opportunities
• Ad Adversaries (24%)
• Characteristics

Figure 40: Characteristics of Ad Adversaries, June 2020
• Opportunities
• Ad Apprehensives (26%)
• Characteristics

Figure 41: Characteristics of Ad Apprehensives, June 2020
• Opportunities

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 42: Total US television advertising revenues and
forecast, at current prices, 2015-25
Figure 43: Total US television advertising revenues and
forecast, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2015-25

Figure 44: Mintel Trend Drivers and Pillars

CONSUMER SEGMENTS – ATTITUDES TOWARD ADVERTISING

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE MARKET
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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